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A

This teaching unit on Africa was developed as part of an inter-
, disciplinary workshop project in African curriculumpdevelopment held

on the University Or Illinois' Urbana-Champaign campus In the summer

of 1979. The workshop project, which was.funded by the National.

Endowment for the Humanities, was carried, oUt from 1977-80 and,was

integrated into an on-going'program of outreach services offered

to teachfrs nationwide. For-further information en teaching aids

.availabA thfough outreach services, contact:

I. Outreachlitrector
African Stuffes Progriam
1208 W. California, #101
Urbana, Illinois '61801 I.
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1. Preface Statement

The task of the art teacher is three-fold.° The easiest task is the

teaching of a process with its need for practice to attain skills. We

could compare thia task to the teaching of typing, baatiC piano, spelling

and sentence Construction.

1 .

The pecond.problem in art education is to teach ,the use of the creative

mind.. This task is most complex. It requires strategies like coaching a*

winning team requires a kind of "game plan." It ie in this area.that.the use

of.outside material can "make".or "break" a unit on art. Students co e to us

ith a dominance of the intellect in European art established in the enais-

Bence. ,ToTiEff thfiThtatement-iiiikirhuniber df people-to-name-a-fain

and you will find more often than not the layman will mention a Rennaissance.

artist. It is important to try to redress the balance of the intellect and

the intuition. Western artists have greatly benefited from their encounter

with the immense range of exploration of forp and design by African art.

This art has led to the creation of new forma in western art. I trust that a

study of Afiican art by my students will lead them to a more intuitive approach ?

to their projects.

The third task of the art teacher is, in the long run, probably the most

important. It has to do with aesthetid pleasure. Experts agree that the

normal man has, because of his biological and psychological makeup, the

ability to recognize.and to enjoy ideality of form. It-is important for the

.unit to successfully advance this cause. The art work of the students them-,

selves must be of high quality and properly finished, mbunted, and,hung on

public display. If we have successfully freed the creative spirit, the

,4tudents will experiencg aesthetic pleasure at this display. As Joyce Cary

says, "The commdh case of the original artist is that he wants not only to

express his unique idea of things, but to compUnicate it. He is, in fact,

almost invariably a propogandist, he is convinced.that his idea of things is

,
true and important and he wants to convert others, to change the world."'

This creative pleasure can be directed at the enjoyment of his classmates'

work as well as his own. It is at ktis poiht that we test oUr agreements on

what makes something beautiful to look at.

' If the teacher fails in.any one of these tasks, the student fails.to

.achieve the kind of artistic experience which will enrich his life.

1Joyce Cary,,Art and Reality, Harper atd Brothers, N.Y., 1958. p.91.
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2. Grade Level and'Course

--Art. II may consist of sophomores, juniors and seniors who have complet d

Art I prior to-signing up .for this course. The first.semester.is devoted t0.1

soft design which includes.rug-making weavingi, stitchery, basket-making,-

macrame', 3-D stuffed projecta,-applique, reverge applique, and/or a combination
,F.

of any of-these OR alumintim caat sculptur4.

The unique problem in this class is that the Art II, Art IItand'ArtIJV

studehts are all_together,in the classroom. This means thatfilms or slide

whiCh may be apvropriate for one group.May not be appropriate for the other

two. .Ih.Choosing such.aids:itis necessary' to.present a broad enough se-.

lection so that ideas for.projects of:all three groups.maybe included.

Africahart is well suited, to this diversity.

The problem of varying class levels is also'. ameliorated by the fact

that artists generallylheed to collect 'a store of ideas in the iorm of

drawings krom which theirAdeas for specific projects mayl..be obtained, The e-

drawings may be done ih such a Way as.to best forward the project at hand.

Nevertheless, the inspiration for these drawinga may contain sIm.lar subjecjt

Matter whetherthey will be used for sculpture, printing, or textile projects.

We will devote the first five weeks to the.initial collecting of these.

ideas and, the executlon of these five.drawings:

3. Instructional Objectives

3.1. The use and development of the-creative mind
;0N

a. To study in reasonable depth tlye art of another culture,

io that-the art of our own culture will be better understood.

b. To point out that Other aspects of African life besides

art--language, science, and other areas of knowledge--had

impact on the world.

3.2. Cgncepts

a. To better understand the revolt against tradition in modern

art by'studying in some depth, the art of African cultures.'

b. To understand that a workof art has diffgrent.realitie6;

one we can see, another we can feel, and still another which is

the inner life* tof the'art creation--Picasso's idea that a painting

achieves its ovn life.once the, artist has finished itJ
I %;:s

.

c. To learn to communiCate an ideaihrough one's own. art work.

without the use of language;

d.,To'learn how African artists fit into their societies, how

they learn their arts, how their creations are usekand how the

arts ve intertwined with one another and ingrained.in the

tvarious. ellltures.

i
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a. To learn new skills, e.g. weaving, warping, stitchery

techniques, quitting, applique, reverse aPplique, batik,
tie and dye, trapunto, tapestry weaving and sculpting, Sand-
casting, polishing, packing and pouring.

. To realize the effort involved4i handcrafting in some.of:

- the oldest ways known to mankind.

6

-----c-Ta-learn-t4-closely-observa-an-az4-ohject
describe it in language.

d. To learn to-closely obderve an art object and draw-it'

jtccurately. An artist observes hest throUghArawing.

e. To learn to "read" an art object and make the.correlation
between Symbol and-meaning ae it is,expressed in African art;.:

analysis.

f. To dispel any misconceived notions or myths about African

art: "child-dike," "primitive," etc.,

g. To learn,Africa from an "inside" view by iCtually attemiting

to create aft art project which can be used in a cultural sense as

well as displayed for its aesthetic sensp,

h. To give the art show an African cultural flavor.
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.:.-ness to the are studio the studentsknow so well. There Will be'the

show64se:ly displaypt books filled with African arttVoughout the room,

f.

boar& with pictures of.Africsn'ati by'draping African tie-dye cloth in.the

..0

.oppOrtunity tO create an environment in the'studioby,decorating:the bulletin

the'study'of the sit andCulture of Africa will add an.excitament and new-
The purpose of .the African. Unit In Art II will be.two-fold. First,'

.

INTRODUCTION

. .

,

:
.'

4.

and:bir playirig African music. This enmironment shonld stimulate-the students.

.
to askAuestilons and.want to learn more about the culture.Of Africa -In the

series.of introduCtory experiential-IeWiri",reach-fiii-a7Will bil1I-d-Ofitlii--77.---7---

last so that at the end the student should have. 4 new sttitude about African

.culture anetle art'it produced, This. new attitude should enable,the student

td better understand his own culture and the art he is producing.. The second

purpose of fhe unit will be to reinfOrce the three concepts taught laSt year

about the role'of the artist. It will be important to point out that these

conCepts hold for the Africanartist just as much as they did for the European

artists we.studied last yeart and that the. concepta are valid for-the student

artist as Weil.

.A. The artist is'a close observer (Lessons one, two and three).

B. The artist communicates (Lessons four, through six),

C. -The artist is creative (Lessons seven through twelve).

Regardless,of what medium the students choose, what skills they learn, or

what subject they choose,'the role of the.artist.ii constant,.

After we have built a new understanding of African culture, the students

.will be asked to 44e this new viewpoint'in.the creation of a major project

which will take4-ther,e0:of the semester to complete. The classroom will

become a working studio in which a variety of African crafts Will be learned:

No .on'student will learn-all. of the skills being taught; each student will

develop a projecx which is different and unique;,an8 yet, all of the projects

will develop under the framework set up by the first eleven lessons..

0



LESSON ONE: DAY 1

OBJECTIVES

1. 'To find out if students have any misdonceived notions or myths about

- Africa.

2. To gather materials for later use in finding out if students have

changed their opinions as a result of this unit.

begin to better Understand the art of our own_culture...by....atudying--

arf-OrinOther cdlture.

4. To point out that other aspects of.African life'besides art--language,.'

science and Other areas-of knowledgehad impact on the world.

Skills:

- a. Note-taking

b. Active listening and watching

jMPLEMENTA;ION

Part I

Students will take a pre-test which will reflect their attitudes about

Africa before,our six-lesson series on Africa. A post-test is planned for

the end of the unit. The teacher will collect the first'series of responses

and save them until the second test is given.. At this time the first test,

will be.handedout.and the students will be able to compare the answers.'

Students will be asked to point out some of the changes in attitude on!the.

second set ofresponses.

(Attitude test included on p.,6 ) .

4Part II!

The first two fi$.m strips in the series."African Art and Culture"

(Warren Schloat Prad4ctions, Inc,.,..Pleasaniville, NY) will be shown:

Part"1.. Eistory and early art--points out how impressive the city of.

Timbuktu was to the first European visitors there.
,

Part.2. Sculpture,--some of,the. characteristics of African art lite dis-

cussed, I.e. large.head size in proportion to body Size,

'protuaing navelp-closed. eyes, open mouths full to teeth, etc.

After the film showing, StudentS will Compare their notes with a pet of brief

) modpl-notes.

EVALUNtION

The evaluation of,this lesson will occur when the students.compare the

.drawing they will do for the next lesson with the notes they haNie-taken f om

ahbut the characteristiCs of the forms of African sculptur. .

1 k
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AFRitA.

Complete.these sententes as rapidly as possible, using the first idea or

phrase that comes .to yoU.

3. When. 1-hear the word-Africa I think.o

4. Africans probably think America is

5. Africans probably think Americans are

6. Some things I know about Africa aie

7. I would like to go to Africa because

8. I would not like to go to Africa because

12
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Skills

C
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OB.:TEcnirEs
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LESSON TWO: DAYS 2-4 >.

1% 'TO leArn to:Closely observe, an Art object and be Ableto dray it

accurately. An Artist observes best through drawing.

2. TO aroUse he student's curiosit)I as to why the forms are.as they

are:' 1arheads,.short legs,l)rotrudOmg navels, etc. .

1. rn4o draW what. they 'see

"ft

Accd velop.drawing with pen and ink- usiog textures to-indicate'

'valde changes
/

LMPLEMENTAT;ON..r,

, .
.

.

PictUrei, slides,,nd if 'potsible, a real African sculptur will be 'made

, :available for the students.to use to complete their drawings. tt will

..be important to guide the atuaents into choosl.pg some of the sculptures

which clearly illudtrate the'large'heads, short legs, protruding navels,'etc.

... that.are discussed in the*filM strip, although it is not necessary thft eaCh

.
0 -'drawing show all of these characteristics.

.^N.,

.7"
41),

ACTIVITIES FOR.STUDIMTS

I.

.

The students will be.asked to 'choose from ava4.1able books, pictures, or

,projected slidesoul African sculpture to'Aray as.exactly airposSible.

Students may utie tracing paper; grid enlargement.techniques, or'thA opaque

projector as,aids. Drawings will be finished.by using pen texture techniqu

4 .
4, .

:The Arawings will.be displayed on the bulletin board.;The'clash will 6e a ke

to point outthe drawings which cleArly"show some of the Afkican character-

istics discussed in.the,film And lilted in their notes.

1 3
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.OBJECTIVES

LESSON THREE: DAYS 5-9

.1. Man ia a product qf his environment; cdlture is Ian's adaptation'to

his environment;. art,is an expressioniti this culture.*

:2. To learn to communidate an idea through one's own art,work without
the use of language.-

Skllls

1. To portray without the,usre of language.sori'm information about the

_African cOntinent.

2. To discover by,drawing a map of the African continent some of the
.,. geographical features: lack of natural harbors, limited

navagation pdssibilitieeof the rivers, lack of a'unified railroad
system, size of desert areas, limited area of rain forest, landu,
locked countries, eta. '"

IMPLEMENTATION

A slide of the continent of Africa will be displayed. This map,has no writing

on it. Different colors_do indicate the elevations. The teacher' sill discuss

the ecology of tropical:Africa from the lecture by James Karr. Three'hand uts'

will be given to the atudenta showing the railway systems, the population
density,-the navigable waterways; Other atlas information will.be availabl

in,the art room. See Appendix I "Malis.".

0-

t
ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS

4
The students will be asked to create a,collage using the.African map as th

basic element and'magazine pictures as a source for color and.texture. Thii

collage ahould "tell" something about.Africa. No words may be used.

With a magic market the students are to superimpose the'ink drawing on .t

collage.

. .EVALUATION

Discuss ihe suCcess of this two-part assignment in terma of communication

without language. Raise the quesiion of a culture which has no written langu4ge.

-Have the students try to "read" the information Otieher studehts have i ruded

in their, collages.

YOU HAVE NOW COMBINED ONE IDEA - THE AFRICAN CONTINENT - WITH A npop IDEA -

AN AFRICAN SCULPTURE:. 'WHAT IS THE NEW IDEA TR vAT IS PRESENTED WITH E
, ,

:COOBINATIbtl OF THE. TWO?
*

14
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OBJ$CTIVES

ussoN FOUR: DAY 10,

1. To learn.how African artists fit into their societies, how ihey learn

their arts, how their creations are used, and how the arts are inter-

twihed with one another and ingrained in the various culturei.

2. EY4studying in some depth the art of African culture which is iniaccord

with the artfsts' tradition, we can bettgF achieve an understandi4 of

the revolt against tradition of modern arts

I.. The students will be asked tO take brief notes, tomatch for

unsubstantiated claims (for example, exaggerated judgeMents on

Dogon art).

2. The students will be asked to liiten and watch actively, to watph

for pejorative language (the use of "tribe" and "Primitive" for

example).
c-N

IMPLEMENTATION

"The-Bend of the Niger" will be shown. See description,. See Appendix II.

At the end pf the showing the role of the artist:Will be dismissed. In

what way does the intrusion of the camera affect the Validity of the

presentation? Hdw does the music fit into the cultural cOntext? In what

liay does the dancefit.into the cultural context? Can the mask Worn by .

the' dancers mean the saie thing to: ' a person Seeing the mask, in a museum? .

,A person. ,who has collected the art-and displays it in he living-room?

i person who is an Africarr_of- the Dogon mature participating in the .

masquerade? a person of another culture viewing the masquerade? Bring up

the problem of the sterile presentation of art work in our art show. Try to

:get the students 0 suggest that the shoW could be-improved by the.addition

of.music and dance. .

ACTIVITIES,

The students will participate in the discussion Of the above questions.

:The students Will be asked tO consider whether On artist who reproduces

the identical Mask form again and again is being creative, and to consider

Whether modern African artists would be. willing to limit themselves-to the

traditional.forms in art..

.EVALUATIOg OF THE LESSON

If the studghts suggest that our art show include music and dance, the
. .

lesson will b'e a success.
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OBJECTIVES

41,

.LESSON FIVE: DAY 11

1. To learn to .clOsely observe an art 'object and be able to describe At

in-written language.

To learn to'closely observe an art object and make the correlation

between symbol and meaning as'it is expressed in African art; analysis.

3. To dispel any misconceived notions or thyths about Africall art: "child-

like;"primitive," etc.

Skills

1. To learn tobe_observant.

2. To be able to describe in words a work of art.

IMPLEMENTATION

Present each student'with the handout PrimordislCouple.
*

Display' th4

colored slide of the Primordial Couple. Give the students fifteen minutes

to.write a description.of the 'sculpture. Collect the student papers. Read

'the descrip0.on of the Primordial Couple taken from the book African Art

of the Dogon. The teacher will lead a discussion of the sophistication of

. meaning as expressed in the.sculpture. The students will be led to conclude

that the sculpture is far from "childlike" in its melning.

The slide that we studied last year ofthe European couple in their

bedroom by anunknown artist will be shown. The students will be reminded

or asked to remember the symbolism in this painting: the dog, shoes off,

holding bands, all dressed up yet in their bedroom, mirror, candle, etc. .

ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENWS

The students will describe in writing the scUlpture: the Primordial Couple.,

They will then discuss their success in reading the meaning of the symbols.

The students will make notes.of the significant symbols on their handouts.

The students will be led to dispel the notion that Afriban art is "primitive"

or "childlike."

EVALUATION

The descriptions will be evaluated on the basis of the number of significant

symbols they were able to pick out and describe.

*
See appendix III for full description of Primordial Qouple.

if
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DISCUgSION OF THE PRIMORDIAL 'COUPLE

The object of this discussion is to encourage irou to

.

sculpture from the point-of-view of the aktist.yho made i

This is not a Kanagg mask which was'reprdduced in a

manner aiain and again as the masks wore Oa dr Were bro

This 4 an.altar,piece that was to'Vedisplayed alo

cultural ()fleets in what might be called aLshriney.
.

,
It would 6e given special care, and heiused where

, .,,.

from-being broken or weathered. I ,,

f .
4 ' I

It would last longer because of this care'. It wou

'generation to generation. .

Something specialdallt have happened-to warrant t

on this object.

SPECULATION: This may have been a special ,commis

liencourage people to accept o#e anot

The artist has chOsen to:

show the male organs in a more.restrained mann r instead of the

tumescent manner of may African sculptures; show the 'female breasta

in a less fecund manner.

ook at the

early identical
n in the masquetade.

g with Other

Wbuld be protected.

d be handed down from

e fine carving.latrished

ion after. a,war to

er in peace.

Why? Sex is played down...

an.older couple poitrayed? Even though PheT Couple /ook.young,
, .;

we remember that Africans us.Ually-ChOpse:to portray youth even".

when they are depicting old piople.

to add to the peaceful and serent

each represent one of the. warring

peaceful coexistence.

attitude.of the couple? If

peoplep, thip tould-Ortray

The sculpture could easily have appeared obscene to the Western eye but

there is. A certain niceity in the carving of the hands of the male, one on his

genital the 'other on the woman's breast--it shows a sensitivity on the part

ofvthe artist (who would.traditionally have been a man) for the part the .female1"splays in tbe perpetuation of the
ed.

certain regard....a.certain respect

...a.,sendeof responsibilitywillingly:as
1

. Look titthe backs of the sculpture.

The woman had a baby on her.back which \defitles her role ip eociety.

The man.has a 'quiver wach makes bim a 4 ter,./1 provider, perhaps a

warriv.
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All.this As done with such exquisite
of. the 'female heap.'

How woula it change the:character.of
direptly forward?

riastraint.t I love the slight.turn

the couple if.both figu;es were faced

Robert F. Thdhlpson (African Art,in Motion) suggests that a seated pose
.mpliesApermanence, callik, and character, a Seated person as an honored guest..

T,he supporting figures suggestistability, strong power, the.witnessing of.

truth.

THE WORTANT.THING,TO REMEMBER IS THAT AN INTELLIGENT HUMAN BEING WAS MAKING .

ALL THESE CHOICES AS HE CONCEIVED AND,CARIED TH/S SCULPTURE.'

18
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LESSON SIX: DAY 12 -
v

OBJECTIVES

' 13

1. To learn how African artistd fit into their societiegi, how they learn

their artO, how their creations are used and how-the arts are inter-

twined with one another and ingrained in the various cultUres.

/0 A

2. To learn to ',real an, art object and make the correlation between,symbol

and meaning as it is 'leased in Af4can art: analysis.'

\.
Skills

1. To observe closely

It

2i -To-make correlations belween symbols and meaning

IMPLEMENTATION'

The students will be:presented with.the handout, Kanaga Mask..* After

reading the.philosophy of spiral and,checkerboard, the studehts will be asked

to write:a short paper on what they .see in the mask that correlates 'with the

symbols used in the mask and what they remember of.the dance.seqUences shown

in the film,.The Bend of the Niger.

ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS

Students will make correlations between the ideas as vSpressed in the

information abput spirals and checkerboards'as used,in Dogon culture with the'

picture of the Dogon Mask.

EVALUATION

Students should at least be able to pick out the checkerboard and zig,zag

in the mask.

*See Appenaix IV, Kanaga Mask

is,
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LESSON SEVEN: DAYS 13-18

OBJECTIVES

learn.African.art froman "inside" view by'actually attempting'

to create an art project which can be used in a cultural senst as .

: well as displayed.for'its aesthetic sentie.

2. To get Students to communicate their own ctilture through art.' To help
them understand what culture is in this sense. To help them realize

that art is a paq of their everyday lives and not something to lock

away in,a mpseum; just as the Dogon culture is reflected in the Dogon

art,-their culture can be reflected in their art.

Skills

.1. To learn to select material for an art prOject whith will be

appropriate.

2. To learn to draw from "life.".

IMPLEMENTATION

The students w1I1 be asked to make a list of the "visuals" they might

present if they were a TV producer trying to characterize the life of the

teenager in this communitSr. Ask them to be specific,- to use their own personal

life as a basis for these visuali--not a car but the car they drive, not a

house but the front door of their house. From this list they are to select

those N'risual memories that would best lend themselves io a copposition.

This selection might be base4 on color,faction, texture, opportunity for

repetition, interest, etc. They should then go out and drawsthese visuals

to bring to class. A number of common objects for visuals will be collected

on a table`for the students to begin drawing in class: telephone, box of Tide,

beer can, Adidas shoe, tooth brush,k-some advertisements.

The students will be asked to use a Christmas.bulb and draw their own image

as seen.in this rOund mirror suriace.

ACTIVITIE1,FOR STUDENTS , -

After collecting a number of drawings the students will select three to five

to arrange together to create a composition. They will then cut'out their

self-portrait and place it in the composition.

-AV A-TION-OF,VE LESSON
,

,

'';.:8t5i4e0;ti; tali display their work and t0 to "read" the culture and

r pti.sona4.ty
.6fk

the artiOt by what each has chosen to include in the
, A

AKE) exercise can be fun.
A

V
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LESSON EIGHT: DAY 19

\

IJECTIVES
%

1. By tudying African culture we can understand that a work of art has'

different realities; one we can see, anotAer we can feel, and still

another which is the inner life.of the art creation-l-Piccassa's idea

that a painting achieves fits town life once the 'artist has finished it.

Skills

1. To visualize in the rand what a major project,might look like.

2. To understand better-how it new idea can be incorporated into an.

art Work. To clarify the difference between copying and being .

inspired by art'of itriother artist.

IMPLEMENTATION'

The teacher has prepared a number of slidet which fflustrate African

inspiration for modern textile projects... These eleveirslides will:be

shown and discussed. The teacher will'point out the'similarities and

differences in the compositions. Included in the slides.will e examples

'of African woOd sculpture and modern stuffed sculOture; African patchwork

and modern petchwoft; African Beaded.croWnsfand modern sttiffed sculpture;

African b tik and. modern:batik; African weaving and:modern weaving.

The stude ts will be asked.to consider how their map assignment might be

adapted to a textile project and how theirtegnage culture-project might be

adapted into-a textile proiect.

:ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS

Students mu t now begin to seriously consider the project that they want

to undertake as their semester's(work. This discussion will focus their

dinds on thi necessity. r ',

N '

4
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OBJECTIVES

1. Enrichment program

Skills

LESSON NINE: DAY 20

1. To learn how to be gracious hosts.

IMPLEMENTATION

Invite PhyllisAkfriyie Opoku to present a program on African music and

dance tosour students.

'ACTIVITIESIOR STUDENTS

Staents will .be responsikle for planning the program and inviting the

music students tá join

.EVALUATIMI

Meeting a real.Afripan student will enrich the program on African art.

This experience wilk take the diecussions out of the abstract eealm of

thought and bring the fact ihat we have been studying real people "home"

to the students.

r

22



1. Entichment program

Skills

LESSON DAYS 21-22

*

r. To learn to visualize what the cukUre of the work of art might

.
be-even though it-is stripped of all culture.when it is displayed

in a

IMPLEMENTATION

A'trip io the Ewing Museum,_Illinois State University

The students will be asked to select one art.object to skétch which they

believe they can add the masquerade to when'they'get home.

ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS.
4/

Students will yiew the museum display and sketch an art object.

When the students return to the art room the next day, they will-draw the

,masquerade surrounding that object from their own imaginations.

4
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, OBJECTIVES

LESSON ELEVEN.: DAY 23

1. -Togivethe art show an Afrilon cultural flavor, we will have African

.
music during the showing and-all projects will bt designed so that
they can be Worn .carried, or:used as well as displayed.

1. To learn to adipt an 'art.project so that it can be displayed or used

in a masqueralp.
(

IMPLEMENTATION

TheseconceOts wilebt discussed soithat.the students:underiitand Once.ligain
-that their projects Will be their ownnd not a copy:
.Artists are a product of their,timb,,,
Artists are a product of their 'culture
Artists' personalitiea are ravealed:by their-art works.

Students Will be asked to consider the three 4raying assignments the4 have
completed in the light of the project_thpt they have in mind. How can these
projects be utilized in d ritual such as Africankmight perform. .,How can you

best alter your choice of idea to suit the medium and the masquerade we plan

to Flake of our art show this year. Make some sketches which show.the changes

you plan to incorporate or additions which woUld enhance your display (if.

you are planning a sculpture or mask, plan a costume to.go with it,-tie-dye?

If you are planning a weaving orlbatik, plan to make it wearable).

ACTIVITIES FOR STUDENTS

View some slides of African ritual costumes and of the clothing of Africa.
"Cloth-making ih Sierra Leone" - 3,2 slides-and/or "Wesf-African'DreSs"
,40 slides.

. STUDENTS WILL CHOOSE THEIR MAJOR PROJECT

a.

EVALUATION 1

The post-test about Africa will be given at the end of"this period. The

pre-test.will be handed back to thg students. Discussion will follow.

4
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SCULPTURE AND/OR TEiTILE, UNIT

GRADE*\ High School - Art II

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVE.

49

Duting the unit., the.student wilibe able to design and complete, in

approximately ten.weeks, at least one large finished project or two to three

smaller projects. Thetstudents will be able to.thoose projects from the

following areas: 'macrame, rugmaking, weaving, batik, stitchery, wood sculptute,

and metal sculpture'. The students Slay work in more than one area, if.time

permits. The textile project-may he so,combination.of the .previously listed-

techniques, such as macrame arid weaving, stitchery and weaving? etc. The

projects wip. be. evaluated in terma of craftsmanship, creativity, design, and -

method of display and must meet a optimum level of excellence,,ps determined

bythe teacher. .

GENERAL OB,TECTIVE

During the two-week petiod beforeChristmas vacation, the students will work

on tie and dye and fold-dye projects.- No grade will be given for Ellis- .

project

LEARNING -ACTIVITIES
C1

I. The student will choose in which of the areas included in the unit he

wished to work and whether he wishes to complete in approximately ten

weeks one large project or two to three smaller-projects.

2. The student will' make sketches of his ideas and disigns for the textile,

project or sculipture project. These ideas will be discussed snd must

be O.K.'d by the teacher befote the student begins working on the

. project. However, the student does not necessarily have to "stick to"

his origineff idea after beginning his project. The student's sketches

',Should include the approximate size of the finished piece, the colors

,- to be used, the materials to be used, the design of the textile project,

and.the use or*purpose..

3. The student will complete, in approximately ten weeks, at least one

large finished project or two to three smaller projects.

4. The student,will
and will vote,on
Art II classes.
ship, creativity

participate in a group evaluation following the unit*

thejfour most successful projects from the three

The student will evaluate these in terms of craftsman-

, design, and.method of display. /

5. The studentyill Participate in the art show to be Wen in the spring.

prtview of what will be included in the unit will be given to the students

in the form of bulletin.boards which shol examples f,rom magazines of macrame,

'stitchery,,tis and*dye, bad*, weaving, rugmaking, and sculpture projects. A

formal introduction to the skills unit will be given to the class using the

"How:to do it" film strips we have on eahh.

W 5.
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hé objectives:pf.thelesson will be stated0.as wells aehow the projects

will be evaluated.. .Following thid:presentation, the students wilt be able

to more closely examine the books on:display. Before beginni4 on the terctile

projects, each student.will diqcuss,his ideas and design with 'the-teacher.

These ideas,Must'be 0.K.!ä by-the teacher. However, -it will besiressed .

that the .studentS do not.have to "stick to" their original,ides too closely.

The/students will be divided.in0 greups based on,their choice of pioject and

sdemonstrations,on.each project will be giVen to,these students.. 'Following

.the demOnstrations,,the students'will begin working on .their projects,

During-the unit, the teAcher "will be .4vailable.to aniwer questions, make -

suggestions, and assist thestudent'SAiith their projects.

EVALUATIOV
o -b-7\

t

The projects will be evaluated by the teacher 'in terril_of Craftsmanship

creativity, design, and method of displaY.-During a geoup critique; the

stud6ntsvill also evaluate these projects.and will choose the:four-most'

succebiful najects from the three classes. P4c

N.

0.

-,

G

,

C.
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OBJECtIVES'

1. By studying African culture we can understand that a wiprk,of art.has

different realities; one we can see, another we can Abel, and still

another which is the inner life of the art cieation.

\

2; 'To learn Africa from,an "inside" view by actuallY attempting to.creete

an art project which can be used in a cultural sense as wellAaa

displayed7f0r-its aesthetic sense. .

°.-

1. To learn new skills, weaving, warping, ititthery techniques, quilting,

applique, reverse. applique, .batik, tie-dye,.trapunto,.tapestry

*eaving, sculpting, sand casting, polishing and:the like.

.

,

. .To reali4e theeffort involvedAn handcrafting. in some of the

oldest .wAys'kfiown to Aankind.

IMPLEMENTATION

Students will spend ten wee.ks crafting their art projects. When they are

finished we will halie an art show. We will incliide music And dance in this

show and try to give cpltural contdxt to our art projects.

(-

ACTIVITIES FISTUDINTS

Students will devise new ways to display their art projects by wearing

.them or carrying them or in some other way Aiving them cultural context.

9 04, 4
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

Arnheim, Rudolf, AKt and Visual Perpeption, Universit3i
lipos Angelea, 1974.

An import4nt boOk for teachers. It discusses the
from thildhood to 4dult.

Bohannon, Paul and Philip Curtin, Africa and Africans,
Press, Garden City, N.1. 111971

of California.Press,

growth of4perception

-The Natural History

'A genera/ hiatgry of Afrite recommended.by the 4fricantStudies Program.
1. of the Universtey.of.Illinois.

.

Cary, aydle, Art and Reality, Harptr and Brothera,."N.Y., 1958t

A simple direct.personal account of.his attitudes--well illustrated..
7 The last part is literary criticism. '

I

'Chase,,Pattie with Mimi Dolbier, The Contemporary Quilt, E. P. Dutton, N.Y.,
. 1978. .

A collection of pictures of modern quilts some of which show'marked
African 'art influences.

, Davidson-Basil, The African'Past, Little Brown and Co., 1964. -

A general history of theecivilizations in Africa starting with what he

,calls the giand period (600-1600 A.D.). Such empires as Ghana, Mali,
Kanem-Bornu, Songhay and House otates are discussed. The two 1i6ge

periods of Central-Southern Africa, 12th century Zimbabwe 41td 15th
century Monomotopa of the anga people under the RDZWi kings are

covered. The Swahili civi ization of the East coast and the city of

.// Kilva is described along with Engaruka, an iron age town in the Rift

valley. Al Mbsudi's 10th century journal and the influence of the Arabs
along with the introduction of their written language is discussed. The

ancient civilizations of Punt ad Kush, the cities of,Meroe, Timbuktu,
aqd Djenne-are desatibed: a dd general source book:

, Fagg William, Miniature Wood Cary New York Graphic.Society Ltd., 1970.

There are pictures of these small works which are housed in museums
with a description of them and an indication of the culture they come
from. A sterile display as they 'do .not include dance, music; or ritual.

Eagg, William, Tribes and Forms in African Art, Tudor Publishing to., N.Y.,

1965.

N

Fagg is careful to point out what he means by Tribes, "....ka society,,
an exclusive in groupwhich uses art among many othdt means to express
its internal solidarixy and self-sufficiency and conversely itsilifferenee

from alf others." The book is divided into a catalogue of representative

art works with descriptions of these works which help identify them by

ethnic group. Photographs of museum displpys.
4

A,
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Fraser, Douglas, Atripan Art. as:Ohilosop 'Interbook 545 Eighth Ave.,

1974.

This _lie a unique approach tb Africanart". Instead of.an "Aesthetic

display" as in musiums,'or.Atn analytic anthropological display, this'
book atteMptsto interpret the art as philosophical observations

abopt the natttre Ofthe
'

23

Hoover, Louis F., ed., African Art, Illinois State University, no date.
t

This is a catalogue evidently used in conjunction with the work
permanently housed on the Illinois State University campus. It

purports to illustrate the whole collection. The collection seems

extensive enough to make a field trip to the campus worth,while.

Jager, E. J. de, Contemporary African Art in South Africa, C.'Struik (PT?)

LTD, Cape Town, 1973.

The themes for modern art in Africa are discussed: "culture, daily life,

and the dilemma of industrialization. The rest of the book is devoted

to individual artists and their works in chalk, ink, lino cuts, bronze,

wood, oil, waterColor. I was especially struck by the liquid steel

sculpture of Lucas Sithole "Wounded Buffalo"...Tremendous power in

the lowered head; twisted body and braced rear legs!

Kimble, Gellrge H. T., Tropical Africa, N.Y. 20th Cehtury Fund, 1960,

Doubleday, Anchor Books 1962.

The first volume is recommended by Paul Bohannan and Philip Curtin. .It

concerns geography. The second volume on social problems and social

environment "has not been well received.°

Laude, Jean, African Art,of the Dogoii, The Viking Press, N.Y., N.Y., 1973.
4

. A collection of pictures of the art and culture surroundAng the Dogan, .

a cliff dwelling culture isolated from western civilization until recent

times, is presented in this book. The text describei myths and history,

ind art mediums and styles as well as ritual uses. Since the.art is

not isolated from the .rest of the culture it is an espectally useful

book.

Laye, Camara, The Dark Child, Farrar Straus and Giroux, N.Y., 1954.

This is a biographr of a young African told with sensitivity. This

ib recommended by the African Studies PrOgram of ehe University of

book'

Lommel, Andreas, jEMaskshlirjlmlka_nd2EunsLim, McGraw-Hill Book Co., N.Y.,

1972.

This is a be4itifu11yi11ustrated b46 whose text describes,the use of

the mitsks. he pictures areAowever, out of the context of the culture

as they are photogiaOhs of ;he museum masks in that setting.

4
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'Meilach, Dona Z. Contemporary Art with Wobd Crown Publishers,Inc

1978. ' r

A collectidn of picturel of Modern wood sculpture,some showing the

influence of African art. Chapuers are also devoted to instruction of

the wood carver.

Meilach, Dona Z;, ContemporaryBatik and Tie-Dit, Crown Publishers, Inc.,

New York, 1978.
4.

A collection of pictures of works of traditional and modern batik, an

--introduction to the history of ball( and a good,de4 of instruction

YOT the batik artiaeare included In this.book. -
A

Meilach,., Dona Z., Soft,Sculpture, Crown Publishers,Jnc., N.Y., 1974..

The history,of soft sculpture, 'a collfction of Tidtures of modern works.

as Well'as-instruction in eoft scaptureAlre incluiled in this book.

Murphy, E. Jefferson, The Bantu Civilization of Southern Africa, Thomas Y.

'Crowell Co.N.Y., 1974.

. .

This book ttaces-thilligration eouth from Sub-Sahatan West Africa of

the Bantw-speaking peoples. It discusses the,Machiki,*an irop-using

people who are thgualit'to be the ancestors of the Bantu speekfng peoples.

It discusses.ehe early..tgriter-travelers, A17Ma8udi,who wrote during the

10th century aneIbn-Battuta who visited East Africa in 1331. The Gokomere

culture is discussed along with a aimila1r culture called Ziva on the

Rhodesian-MozambiqueNborder. The ruinjof Zimbabweand Mapungubue are

described; o

Mvphy, E. Jefferson, History of African Civilization,.Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,

,M.Y., 1972.

A general book discussing the ancient cultures and kingdoms in which he

postulates that only the'Shona nation produced a state-empire in the

same league'with Kongo, Luba and Sudanic states due to the relative

recency of the Bantu migration. A section on great men of African

history such as Afflonso I, Manse Musa, Askia Mutammad, Osei Tutu and Usman

dan Fodio were discussed as anti-colonial rulers.

Murphy, E. Jefferson and Harry Stein, Teaching Africa Today, Citation Press,

N.Y., 1973.

Recommended by the African Studies- Program of the University of Illinois.

itiviere,- Marceau., Afri an.Master ieces from the French Collectionst_ EditiOns

THILBI,-23 rue S 6 roix-de-la-Bretonnente, 75004 -..Paris, 1975.

4:

Segy, Ladiilas, African Sculpture Speaks, Da Capo Press, Inc., 227 W. 17th St.,

Na., 1975. -

Segy discusses the meanineand uses of African art, the content of

African art, the impact upon western civilization of African art and the

style regions. As a calector-and critic Segy's viewpoint may leave

'somethingtto .be desired. .

A
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Sieber; Roy, Aftican,Textilea ald.Decorative Arts, The Museum of kodernAri,

.11 West 53rd .S%reet, NY.p N.Y., 1972.,

-A .colledtion.of pictures of African.arts with a description f the

cultural context of,the pieces.

'Sommer, Elyse andllene Breskin Adams, Pillow Making as Art and Craft, Crown-

Publishers, Inc., N.Y., 1978.
4

kcollection of pictures of modern pillows with techniques, 'design

-inspirations, and functional innovations is'included in this book.

Van der Post, Laurens, The Lost World of the Kalahari William Morrow and

Co., N.Y., 1958.

Describes an expedition into the deseit in sparch ofw the Bushman. It

.

gives some Bushman history. The painted roots are described which

Joey be as old as 8000 BC or before. Laurens finds parallels in the

paintings of the Bushman, the ancient Egyftians,"the paintere of the

Dordogne and the cave painters of the Iberian Peninsula.

Willett, Frank, African ArtL London , Thames and Hudson, 1970.,

A complete easy-to-read intronction to African art from the cultural

context view. Recommended by the African Studies Program, University

of"Illinois.

Willett, Frank Ife in the History of West African History, Thames' and Hudson,

Ltd., Great Britain, 1967.
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SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY ADDITIONS

Achebe, Chinua, Thipgs Fall Ap Fawcett'Crest, N.Y.I 1959.

Barraclougha Geoffrey, ed., The Times Atlas of World History, Hammond Inc.,

/ Maplewood, N.Y.; 07040, 1978.

This is a beautifai'detailed, full7of-maps book of AfriCa and the rest

of Che world. ifs in historical order showing a diverse collection
,

of visual'in

Gotlander, Haro1d,4'i Treas6ry Of Afrpan Folklore, Crown PUblishers, Inc.,

N.Y.-, 1975:
,4 .

.

The oral literature, taditiona, myths,- legends,epics tales redollections,.
. 4 f

wisdom, sayings, and humor of Afri(a.:
.i. , .

Dendel, Esther Warner, African Fabric Crafts, Taplinger Publishing Cp.,

N.Y., 1974.

"'Fraser, Dougraa and Herbert M40e African Art and Leaderehip, Univ. of
Press, Madison, WAS..., 191 *

. .

Gardi, Rene,'AfVican Craftwand Craftsmen VanNostrand Reihold Co., N.A.,19.69..

The first book I have found that explained and pictured the technique of

Bronze casting-7enclosing the scrap metal tri a hollow bill of clay

which is attached to.the mold after the wax has, been melted out. This

ball is allowed to dry and then turned ball down into the charcoal fire.

The melted metal flbws directly into the casting when the mold is

brought out of the fire and reversed. 'See pp. 62774. The melted Bronze

thua.fiever is exposed to ale air. Good technical explanations but full of
pejorative langUage.

fflorton,'Robin4,. Kalabari Sculpture, TI'le Nigerian National Press Limited,

APA1'A,J465-.

Kultermann, 1.kk), New Directions in-African Architecture George Braziller, Inc.,

1969.

Teilhet, Jehanne, ed., Dimorigions 9f Black, La Jolla Museum of Art,.La Jolla,

Calif, 1970.

Thompspn, Robert Farris, African Art in Motion, Univ. of Calif. Press,

lias Angeles 1974.

tri
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PERIODICALS

"Africa in the Curriculum: A Symposium," Social Education Vol. 35 (2),

p. 1387232, National Council for the Social Studies, Feb., 1971.

Collins, H. T. ed., and staff of the School Services Division of the

African-American Institute, "Are You Going to Teach About'Africa?"

African-American InstAute, 1970. .

#
Blumenthal, ausan, "The Wad's Best Traveled Art," Africa Report,

Jan.-Feb., 1974, 0.4-10.

Clark, Leon E.4 "Stitrting with the Arts," Africk Report, V 1. 18 (1),

'pp. 38-40.

Hall, Susan J., "Africa in U. S. Educational Material's," School Service

Division,.833 United Nations Plaza, N.Y., N.Y., 1976.

"Interview Amir I.g. No," Africa Report, May-June 1974'; pp. 12-16, 48.

Rich, Evelyn Jbnes "Mind Your. Language," Africa Report, Vol. 19 (5),

pp.. 47749.

Thompson, Robert Farris, "The Sign of the Divine King," African Arts,

'Vol. IV, 113.

FILMS

27

Africa Dances - 30 minutes - color

A fiimifig of a live performance for a U. S. .audience here in the U. S.

Alistar.Cook narrates. After a slow start, the dancers really Move!

One of the African students said they' were;Showing off."

The Bend of the Niger - 2 reels, 25 minutes - coloi A

.The cultural traditions of the Bambara,. Botoro, Dendi and.Dogon peoples

living along the great bend or turn of the Niger River, Part'II has

6 good sentience on a b;acksmith and a wood carver,.

Available free of charge fromnkfrican Studies Program, University of

Illinois.

Benih Kingship Ritual - 30 minutes - cdlor.

This is an older film although Part III, The Iron and Part IV, The

Blessing coult1be shown.

0 .
Available free of,charge from African Studies Program, University.of

Illinois.

Film Stripe

African Cliff Dwellers, The Dogon People of Mali - 2 color sound film strips

.
3 wall posters - teacher's guide, E.M.C. Corp.
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OVERHEAD pRoJgcToR

Sub-Saharan Africa - eleven themes each with 4 to 8 overlays, Keuffel and

Esser Co., 300 Adams St., Hoboken, H.J., 07030 (prices range frOm

$3.25--$9.25).

MAPS AND lrTS

Ethiopia Picture.Set,:12 charts, $3.50, D.C.A. Educational Products, Inc.,

4065-Stenton'Ave.Philadelphia, Pa., 19144

Songhai and Benin, $3.50, same-as abOve.

.Great jtst African Civilizations, large wall chart 301' by $1.95.

African nritage, Sociill Studies School Service 10,000 Culver Blvd.,

Culver City, Calif. .

SLIDES

1.African Jewelry Making -'30,slides

Slides 1-4 are.of gold pieces of.jewelry,. 5-23 shbw soldering using the

blow pipe method, 24-30 pictures of beautiful.- beadwork.

1Ben1n Kingship Ritual - 22 slides

Beautiful red robed chief,in slide number 12.

1.Cloth-making in Sierra Leone - 32 slides,

Make sure to send for this slide set..

1 Contemporary African Artists - 32 slides

Several works of each of the following artists are shown: Alexander

Boghossian, E. O. Darty, pen Enwonwu, Akinola Lasekan, Godfrey Okili,

Pili Pili Mulongya, G. O. lalaki and Solomon Wangboje.
0

"The. Creative Past," Art of Africa - 77 slides

Collected by.William Fagg with discussion of how made and used. Extension

Service,.National Gallery Of Art, Wash.,13. C. 20565.,..

1:Houses Weatern and gouthern Africa - 44 slides

A brief survey of the diversity- of rural and urban housing in 5 .African

-countries.

1Inno v ative African Artists - 34 slides

The sculpture of ThOmas Mukarobjwa (Rhodesia), printS of Bruce

,Onobrakpeya (Nigeria), bead paintings. of Jomoh Buraimoh (Nigeria), and

aluminum. counter-repousse panels of Asiru Olatunde.(Nigeria), nd the.

artists at work' are shoWn. A

1Available free of reqtal charge from the African Studies Program,

University of Illinois.

.
A
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-Nest African DreRs - 40 slides

Different methods of making, decorating and wearing cloth.

% 1Yoruba Pottery - 42 slides

The processei of making two types of pottery in Nigeria ate shown in

detail.

PHOTOGRAPHS

African Art - 150 prints
4

Series N, Sect. 1. $3.50, University Prints, 15 Brattle Street,

Cambridge ,Mass., 02138.

1r

1Available freelof rental charge 4om the African Studies Program,

University of Illinois.

3
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APPENDIX.II

"Film Guide, The Bend of Ole Niger".
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African Studies'Prograi
A

.

N
. , University of 41,14Pis

,

1208 West California .094Ana, Xllinois 61801
.

1 .(i

TiM1 BEND.C*TNE.NIGER
. (Film GUlaW)77"

,

"The Bend ofthe Niger" mas written, Producedand filmed by the lite
Bliot;Blisofon, an. internationally knOwn."Li#6" magazine photographer who
traveled widely in'Africa.. ,Nartated by-Bleck actor and playwright Oasie Davis,
the film.focusei on the cultural traditions of African.peoples living.along
the great benti-or turn of'the NigorltiVer as it'flowi first nOrthward,and then
south.throughthe modern nations ofMali.and Niger.

TheJilm opene With't traditional istotRr bard who accompanies a singer on
Ills stringed kora.. The Bamhara'(or BaMana) people ate visited first in.their
homeland stiongthoupper or western reaches of.the. Niger. Some:Scenes of .

,farming and foodpreAration are shown in addition to an infdrmal dance session
. and a sequence on weaving. The dance of the chi mara.(tii. ware) highlights this
,seCtion; the carved_chi Vera, reminiscent_Of the WestAfrican.antelope is one of
the best,known tO Westernere of'African sculptural forms..
'N.

4

'Leaping eistward, the'film contrast% thSagricultural lifestyle of the Bambara
. to that of the ndrauNdic Bororo,, a branch of the well-known Fulani herdsmen.- The
importance of Islam in the area is introduced with a scene of an eight-year-old
Hausa Child Oho studies the Quran. .The desert-dwelling Tuareg ire shown, and a

series of sequencesituggests the intermixing of these various ethnic grciups:
market scenes, festivals, and displays of equestrian skill.

0

Moving toward the top of the Niger bend, the film explores the banks of the
Niger itself, sh-Owing Dendi children swimming and playing, fishing activitied,
and,riverside' markets. Massive slabs of salt arrive along the Niger, liaving
been transporied Overland from the north. The viewer moves upriver with,the
,saltoto the ancient city of TimbuktU. An excellent sliquenCe follows showing
traditiona modque architecture ai Timbuktu, Mopti, and San.

A Xing final film section looks at the lifestyle and sculpture of the agri-
cultural Dogon who live on the Bandiagara escarpment high above the western
reaches of the Niger bend. A blacksmith and his son are followed as they carve
and decorate askanaga mask. A dance sequence shows tile kanana-type mask in
aCtion, and theh tava.nariator discusses aesthetics and style in Dogon sculpture.

,

Through the color photography'is- exiellent throughout; the film's narratiVe
script lapsealiiirties into inappropriate tcrminology.and generalizations. Thus,
in addition toliewing,:pen4o4 thejligne for general content, a teacher may uie
it as a toel'to.promote critical evaluation. Students can be asked to watch for
.unsubstantiated claims (for example, exaggeratedjudgments on Dogon art) or for
leiguage pejorative to the dignity of African imples (use of "tribe" and
:'"primitive for example),

. A more important factor for class.distussion is the film uIatihed bias

. .

for !traditional" life. "Bapd ofthe Niger" Ohowe Afttcan culture-7-dance, mUsic
-old the visualarts--wholbi lintoUched:by contact:with:the Weat. It closes.with
'a..strong vote of,,UpOort and. adMiraZionjor African peoples who retain "tradition"
.A.h.face Of preseuresto. change. ind'modernize.. Obviously thereareitodern cities .

et.
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and Western-style iustit..:cions in

should raise the question of what

# and the arts the film depicts.'
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APPENDIX III

Description of the Piimordial Couple
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. The. Primordial Couple.is seated oven iMago nundi- stool suppoited.by
our ligures. The man's'xight arm is around the womaq:s heck and his hand
touches her right breast; hie left_hand is on his genital. Che woman's
han4rest On her thighs. He-has an .empty quiver on his back and- shellas

a child on .hers. Hehas a trapezoid-shaped beard, she a labret in the'
shape of.a truncated cone with -a copper 'ring around its base., The.woman
wears foUr horseshoe-shapecicopper rings on each'ear.-(fouris.the number
of femininity) and-the.man has three rings in' adh of his .(the number of

f
masculinity). Both have arrow-shaped.noses t t.corillnue the.crest of

the headgear., The four cairyatid figurei, arm .at theivaidee -And hands
croseed below the abdomen,',..aré in a completely different style.

i

This piece posee a nuthber of questions. The shapes of the noaes and
dars,are more or less identical with those of the nummo head where it is
serpent-shaped, the mouth wide, the earn shaped like horseshoes. The
presence of the quiver places the man.in the category of hunter or waTtior,
and the beard identifies him as a chieftain. The presence of the copper-
ringed labret in the womaes,lip is more diffiCult to interpret. This

motif-is not exclusive to the sculpture of the Dogon country; it occurs
on Baule 4culpture and masks, on soapstone figurines of the Kissi, and on
ancestor figures of the oron-Ibibio. In the twisted form in which it

appears on the couple in the Barnes'Foundation, the motif-is analogous to
the false beard on Pharaonic masks that identified the dead sovereign with,,
Osiris. Without pressing the po4t, we may note that here at dleast are
two elements common to Pharaonic 4nd Dogon sculpture: the arid around dhe

woman's neck and the labret sipper In shape to the falsebeard of the
Pharaoh. MoredVer, the dismemberment of the nummo and the scattering of
its body over the earth recall the fate of Osiris. ,

The headgear worn by boll man and woman its similar to that still

worn by the Fulani or Peuls, whom we know to have been antagonists of the

Dogon. The edge of the seat is not decorated withha herringbone pattern and
thus does not partake of the ancestral Lebe. Thus, this couple sitting on
ihe imago/mundi probably testifies to the Peul occupation, or more precisely
to a popuiation that sprang from the alliance between the warrior Peuls
and another people, possibly blacksmiths. This alliance, in order to be

mide concrete and niaintained, was probably legitimized by registe4ng, the
benefit of the conquered people, its eloquent mid authoritarian image in the
mythic strOcture of the Dogon country. We might add that-the-style ofithe
,caryatid figures is identical with that of the forty-four°figures in relief
on the granary shutter (no. 74) which can be.assumed to bit an Index of the

forty-four people's descended from Mande. Wood. Height 29 inches.

Laude, Jean; African Art of the DoKon, The Viking Press, New York, 1973.
' Plate number 37.-



APPENDIX IV

Kenna Mask,,spirals and checkerboards
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SPIRAL/CHECKERBOARD

.61
. A prominent duality'expreSsed in Dogon thought, ritual, and material mr

culture. is tt* dichotomy between the qualities and types of movement .

indkcated on thelpne hand by spiral forms and on the other by checkerbards.

This suggests that curvilinearity is associated with aspects of the super- .

natural, whoveaugrid systems are usedto reaKesent the products and actions

of human beings and the basic order of human life. 0

TgE SPIRAL

-Amine, the otiose deity who treated the mythical and human yorlds, is

the ultimate spiritual force in Dogon'religious thought.. Amna Wformless;
he ie'thought.to be creative energy rather than a beiC This is shown by
the Dogon use of a verb, 1121, rather than a noun, to denote their.paramount

deity. Although Amma cannot be represented visually be'a paiticular human

or animal image, the Dogon do depict the deity's claative essence by a diagram

of a'spiral line.marked by a series ofpoints which"designaie.the things

created by Ammo..

Dogon myth describes an earlier era when supernatural creatures descended

to the earth. Interaction with the earth produced human lifgaand culture.

The principal Dogon spirits are the eight Ntthmos,.depicted arserpentine

creatures with fluid, green bodies and jointless limbs, wbose essence is

water, the formless substance which it; the life-force of the human world.

The seventh Nummo, the principal culture-bearer, becomes a large-serpent.

When he is resUrrected, he betomes Lebe. The Lebe serpent and his human

priest, the Hogork, are the leaders of a prese t day cult directed towards .

the preservation of the world' life-force and agriculture]. fertility. Since

the Nummo's serpentine form recalls the undul ting flow of water, it seems

that the Dogon represent their primary mythita spirits by curvilinear formi

and movement, characteristic of.water. *

The Dogon believe that the creationof the first Nummo pair, as well as

the succeeding creation of thé..first human pair, is re-enacted in the present .

with.each human conception. They envision both Mythic and 'human 'creation-

as a.R.rocess in which the male seed encircles the womb with a spiral motion:

To theRogon, this act symbolicaaly unites the- spiritual world, embodied

in the watery nature of the womb, with the earthly realm, reprepented by

the male seed which is a product of the human body'? and thus of the earth.

All of the principal aspects of Dogon culture and social organizatign

are also thought to have been engendered by supernatural intervention in,

the form of three successive transmissions of the Spoken Word. #It is pOssible

to show that in Dogon myth, the transference of the Spoken Word (supernatural),

to Mankind (human) is expressed by transformation from curvilinear and. spiral

qualities togrid-like structures. According to Dogon mythology, the trans-

ference of the first Word was limited to the supernatural world. The power

/of the Word, embodipd in a spiral, entered the earth's womb. There, the

seventh Nummo learnea its mealiAng. ,With.the knowledge contained in this spiral-

form Wor37-Efie Nummo was ready to impart the second Word to all of mankind,
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By analogy, the spiral coils of the thread of the Spoken Worlwere ordered

iato a sYstent- of horizontals and verticals in the Warp ancithe weft of the

WOven material'which the seventh. Nummo revealed to ian,
, f

L /THE SPIRAL. Aye THE CHECKERBOARD iN DOGON RITUAL LIFE

I The ipillk or curvilinear properties of the supernatural world and the

.horizontaliVertical'systems which characterize the.Human world form an im-

portant-duality which:is recurrently expressed in Dogon mythology. This 4.

i

duality also seetutito structure Dogon ritual activities. For example,

painting representational designa or geometric syrdbols on shrine facades

often accompanies he ritual ceremonies ef the Dogon. Two images frequently

Included in this wealth.of symbolic onlamentation, are the checkerboard and :

ta'serPentinq form or-zig-zag line which iometimes appears in a aeries' of

I .vertical registers: To the Dogon, the checkerboard is a sykbolic diagram

'
of the ideal human'order,as well as a symbolic representationof human

culture; the spiral or zig-zag depicts the form-and path of the mythical

Nummos embodied idthe terrestial Waterways.

.. The plan of.the totemic shrinef Manda d'Ordsongo, and its environs,

is a striking- example of the duality betweenqtral.or curvilinear'properties

.and horizontal and vertical systems merging'to tructure.the forms. of Dogon

ritual:life... Within this ritual area, there are..essentially two units,.the

.
ceremonial precinct defined by the curvilinear enclosing wall and the priest's

house, i.e. a rectilinear structure. This duality of forms is again expressed

in the juxtapepition of the principal Altar,' a curving shape, to the ad-

joining' rectilinear.platform used by the priest. .Those structures associated

'with tbe priest,.the representative of the human sphere in all communications

with the supernatural world, are rectilinear.and are defined by horizontals

and VertiCals, whereas those forms:describing the ceremonial grounds and

-altars are curvilinear.

'THE CHECKERBOARD

The revelation of the SPoken Word"to mankind had important ramificationl

betause it began a chain of arYthical 'vents which created the principal

items of Dogon culture, such as weav ng, smithing, agricultureo and house

t' building. In order to make use\of t is new cultural knowledge, human beings

had to conform to the horizontal and vertical structures of the earthly
.,

.
.

world. The Dogon believe that ptior to the coming of culture, human beings

had flexible, jointless limbs like the Nummos. Then man reCeived thd most

basic tool, his joints, which enabled him to work more effectiVely at these

aew cultUral tasks. Thereafter, the, sharp angles of the joints of,the human

body, which form horizontal and vertical junctions, differentiated men from

the curvilinear, undulating form of their mythical culture heroes, the Opumos.

It can be shown that when these supernatural gifts of culturevere

accepted by mankind, they were also translated into the horizontal and

..vertical.systems which strUcture the human world. The process and products

of weaving constitute the most F;triRing representation of the'grid system

symbOlic of the human order. The Dogon loom consists of four vertical stekes

connected.by four horizontal bars. 'The weaver is enclosed bylthis horizoatal/

\
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vertical structure while he is creating one, An important product of this

crait is the pall used to cover the dead; fi is composed of alternate blue

and white squares woven by an equal nUmber (eighty) of warp and weft move-

'ments. 'The Dogon visualize the act of making funeral cloth as a symbolic

diagram of the ideal human order beciuse the eight horizontal a d vertical

members of the loom are thought to correspond to the eight ori i al Dogon

ancestors, and the eighty horizontal and vertical, movements'Ø thk warp and

the weft are-likened to the subsequent multiplication of t se ori inal eight ,

to form the Dogon community.

. .

.
The Dogon compare the procesivof weaving t the process of cult vation;

the to-and7fro movements:of the shuttle on the arp arethought to-pa allel.
1

the to-and-fro Movements of the-peasant on his/fields.. This As becaue the :

.

land is cultivated'according to a systeM in wh ch the farmer'moves fro

east:to west, and thes, from west to east alo 11 a vertical-axis oriente

north. Like the luneral cloth, the plowed fields of the-Dogon resemble a

checkerboard- pattern.beCause_the land is cultivate'dcby Sections .composed

of eight sgeares in Which.each square is surilounded.on all aideslv an \

embankment-of eareh.
f

Douglas Fraser, African Art as Philosophy, InterVOok, 545 Eighth

Avenue, New York, 1974, pp. 13-19.
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